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What kind of change is this? 
 
What kind of change is this?  
Where there's no happiness, no togetherness!! 
What kind of change is this where people taunt each other!!  
What kind of change is this where showing off matters a lot,  
Competition and jealousy becomes life’s plot!! 
What kind of change is this where relationships stink  
It's just me, me and me finally, it sinks!! 
What kind of change is this where only “Realism” can be found  
Thought of society as culprit but now it's only “Reality” that kills and bound!!  
What kind of change is this where humans forget to smile and laugh  
Things are taken as mockery and all tend to criticize,  
Still it’s not really enough from them!! 
What kind of change is this where one leave one by one  
Reminding us of our beautiful childhood days and how it's gone!! 
What kind of life is this where there’s lots of “No”  
Feels strange that gosh!  
These are worse than Childhood days “No”!! 
What kind of life is this where children face reality from now onwards   
Maybe it's great but have you ever tried to see the pain  
Behind it that goes on!!  
What kind of life is this where all are ready to play games by words  
Utterances and meanings stay so apart  
And far from that nowhere is there peaceful life’s chord! 
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We are grown ups   
 
We are grown ups  
With lots of understandings  
Maturity creeps in 
Silence pushes up 
 
We are grown ups 
We don’t talk to each other 
We ignore  
Which really doesn’t bother  
Show indifference  
Ultimately huge break ups  
 
We are grown ups  
Hell yeah we just ‘show’  
Show offs  
And it just “we”, “we”, “we” 
Echoes all around   
Each relationship hiccups  
 
Yet we are grown ups 
Perfectly we are  
With the mirth  
Of carelessness  
And so much of “unheeded” 
In spite of all  
There’s no eternal bliss within us 
That we feel  
A gloomy face runs through our blood  
And that blood we all daily “sup”... 
 
 


